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Parent / Carer Survey 2016

In the summer, we asked you how you think Raglan Primary School is doing. We received many responses to our survey
and below is a summary of the feedback.
Number of responses: 127		

Turnout: 38%

Survey feedback: Views on statements and percent of positive responses (strongly agree and agree)
Fantastic
Above 90%

Child is safe and
well cared for

Behaviour is good

Child likes School

Strong
community has
positive impact

Child making good
progress due to
good teaching

Great
Above 80%

Able to approach
teachers

School well led and
managed

Would recommend
School

School encourages
active Parent role

Comfortable
approaching
school

Good
Above 70%

Bullying / racial
comments dealt
with

Children’s view
taken into account

Children
challenged to
achieve potential

School responds
well to concerns

OK
Above 60%

Appropriate home
learning

School seeks
parent views

Parents kept well
informed about
child progress

Mixed feedback:
around 50%

School
communicates
clearly

We were very pleased with the survey results. We had extremely positive feedback in a number of key areas which we
consider vital to the School’s Ethos and Vision. We recognise that there is work to do in some areas (see below).
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Comments feedback: We also asked for your comments and the major themes are below.
Day to day communication
Increase clarity between School
and home

Better communication about
the progress of your child

Differing expectations about
home learning

Since the survey and during the first half term of the 2016/17 academic
year the School has:
1. Focussed on communication material and dates. Hopefully you have
already seen an improvement in communications and advance warning of
events with dates being sent out at the start of term.
•
2. Met with the re-launched Parent Forum on 19 October to gather more
detailed feedback and brainstorm, focussing on communication and home
learning.
3. Moved the first parent/teacher evening later in the term giving teachers
more time to assess your child’s progress in their new year group before
meeting with you.
What we’ll be doing next:
We will be taking your suggestions both from the survey and the Parent
Forum and seeing how we can further improve.
It must be acknowledged that we cannot implement every suggestion as
time and resources are limited and any new initiative could take away
from teaching and learning. Nevertheless, we have found comments from
parents very pragmatic and constructive throughout this process. We are
thrilled that parents share in our vision for the School and are eager to
work together to benefit our children.
We are looking forward to continuing to work with you. Thank you for your
time and sharing your opinions. Honest, timely and constructive feedback is important for improvement.
Please look out for the next survey which will be earlier in the year for 2017 where we would like to further
increase the number of participants.
If you have any feedback for the Governing Body in the meantime, please send them to:
admin@raglan.bromley.sch.uk for the attention of the Governing Body.
The Governing Body of Raglan Primary School
Remember our Website! We are often asked for information which is on the website. It
is a great resource and the calendar is kept up to date.
As part of the survey the mobile phone policy was raised. The School has a very clear
mobile phone policy already. Please speak to the office if you would like a copy.
Sign up to Schoolcomms to help you pay for School dinners. In addition we are trialing
further services through Schoolcomms in the future.
Check out our Twitter feed. There is plenty of learning going on at Raglan and this is
one of the best ways to stay up to date.
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